A Day’s Schedule at...

Scranton CCC

The typical morning for an in-house reentrant begins with standing count at 0615 and listening to the PREA announcement. Those that have morning chores will complete them by 0900 or before they leave for work.

Reentrants can sign-out according to their matrix phase. They sign out for various reasons including job searches, employment, school, community service, treatment, shopping and meals. If time remains, the reentrant will also sign out to see family or leisure time (i.e. gym, bowling etc.). The reentrants also report to their counselor or parole agent depending on their assigned reporting schedule.

They return upon their end sign in time or curfew (2100 or 9 pm). Those who have evening chores will complete them, or if they have completed them already, they may use the kitchen or TV room until lights out at 2300 hours or 11 pm.